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Bush, Dukakis and education
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Serving WInthrop and Rock Hill for 65 years

WCRO facing
uncertain future
By TOM ROUILLARD
Johnsonian Living Editor

Winthrop College Radio
(WCRO, 640AM) hasn't
started operations this fall due
to few listeners and a small
staff and its future remains
questionable.
The 20-watt station,
which was located in the Tillman Hall basement, closed
down at the end of the spring
semester as it did at the end of
every year but this time, never
reopened.
"It closed down because of
a lack of interested listeners
and staff members," said Tom
Bender, head of the audio-visual department.
Leo Kivijarv of the mass
communication department
said the station did not have

many listeners due to a poor
broadcast signal,.
"It shut down this year
because of a technical problem
with the quality of the signal,r
he said.
Kivijarv said the domino
effect—
a poor signal
which led to fewer listeners
and a smaller staff — was the
main problem.
Students ran the the station under the direction of
Bender. Brad Godfrey, the
station manager last year, said
there were more than enough
students interested in being on
the air.
"We didn't have enough airshifts for all the students that
wanted to go on," Godfrey said.
The fact that the signal
went through the electrical

See WCRO, pg. 2

Ditch work
slowed by
recent rains
By CHRISTY CAUSEY
Johnsonian Staff Writer

The ditch around Johnson
Hall is slowly but surely becoming a road once again.
Construction on the road
began about 60 days ago. Pipes
are being installed under the
pavement to circulate air conditioning into Rutledge Hall,
Johnson Hall, Roddy Apartments and Breazeale Apartment.
The ditch, which runs from
beside Rutledge Hall to a point
behind Johnson Hall, prevents
commuters and faculty from
Photo
Sasha and friend
^ Becky Thomas
using the parking spaces along
Sasha, the Winthrop dog and a student take time out for rest the road and partially blocks off
and a chat between classes.
the Johnson parkinglotand the
open parking lot near the tennis courts, but college officials
say there isn't anything that
can be done.
"We know this is bad for
people in Johnson Hall, but in
basement of Bancroft; we've the college fire marshal visited order for this to be a successful
been assigned there since July. us and he was not happy."
project the job has to be done
During the summer the school
Moody said the college fire right," said Bill Culp, assistant
did not do anything about the
vice president of renovation
See Move, pg. 6 and special projects. Culp
facilities," he said. "We were
there
here four orfivedays and then
added that the area may be
black-topped in the next two
months.

Art dept. adjusting to classroom move
after fire marshal says no to basement
n . . M
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ByB.W. GODFREY
Johnsonian Steit Writer

.

The art clp sses that had to
relocate from temporary spaces
in Usncro^ Basement to the
Publications Building are adjusting and making for lost
time.
Phil Moody, assistant professor of art and photography,
is grateful to the editors of the
publications who quickly vacated the Goode building, the
former location of student publications. He complimented the
workers of the physical plant
who accomplished the move in
one week.
"Physical plant has been
exceptional," Moody said. "We

agreed not to be in the building
a week for the physical plant. In
one week they constructed the
dividing wall, put in the doors
and the enlarger booths to be
used by photography students.
Anything that needs to be done
is something I didn't foresee."
The Tatler, The Anthology
and The Johnsonian moved
from the Student Publications
building into the basement of
Bancroft
Proper
after
Winthrop administrators
asked them to relocate.
Moody said, that in the confusion of the Rutledge Hall
renovation, art classes had to
be relocated several times since
the summer.
"We were already in the
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Senate elections,
to be held Weds. INSIDE

See ditch, pg. 2

By B. W. GODFREY

Johnsonian Staff Writer
Senate elections for the
Student Government Association will be held on Wednesday
September 21,1988.
The polls will be open from
9a.m. to 6p.m.

The polls are located in the
Thomson cafeteria and the
lobby of Dinkins .Residents of
Breazeale and the Lodge will
cast their ballots with the off
campus,nonresident voters at
Dinkins.All other voters will
cast their ballots in the Thom-

See Senate pg. 9
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T R Y O U T S - Anyone interested in toying out for a p a r t in "The
New Odd Couple" should stop by room 202 in Johnson Hall today
a t 7 p.m. There are p a r t s available for six women and two men.
Rehearsal for t h e play will begin in early October.
Anyone with questions should contact Les Reynolds a t ext.
2287.
E L E C T I O N S -- S t u d e n t Government Elections will be held
tomorrow for SGA senators. All students are encouraged to vote;
district information will b e provided a t the ballot stands.
T H E A T R E S E A S O N — T h e Winthrop T h e a t r e opens its season
with Oct. 5 with
a spiritual allegory. The play will r u n
nioghtly through Oct. 8 with all performances a t 8 p.m.
Tickets for "J.B." may be purchased a t the Johnson Hall box
office on performance nights or reservations can be made by
calling the ticket hotline a t ext. 4014. All tickets are $4 for nonWinthrop personnel.
A N T H O L O G Y - The Anthology is accepting original works of
poetry, fiction, essay, a r t a n d d r a m a for t h e 1988-89 literary
magazine. Mail entries to Winthrop P.O. 6875 or drop it by the
S t u d e n t Publications off ice in the Bancroft Proper Basement.
All entries should include name, address and phone number.
Anyone wishing to have work returned should include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope.
All written work should b e double-spaced, and all a r t work
should be no bigger t h a n 18"X24". Deadline is December 1.
Submit to The Anthology. Submission is f u n .

New assessment program
teaches without grading
By TINA EZELL
Johnsonian Editor

Winthrop College h a s be:ome t h e first college in either
)f the Carolinas to begin an Assessment Program, a combinaion of testing a n d advising for
students to m e a s u r e j u s t how
nuch students are learning.
Joe P r u s and Reid
Johnson, both of t h e psychol>gy department, are in charge
)f researchingassessment programs at other colleges and
levelopng Winthrop's. P r u s
kvill dirjct the program.
Both Johnson a n d P r u s
>oth want s t u d e n t s to know
h a t theAssessment Program
sn't a s frightning a s it m a y
sound, '.here is a series of tests
student involved take, b u t

C A N C E L L A T I O N — T h e Western Winds Ensemble concert,
scheduled tor Sept. 28 a t 8 p.m, h a s been canceled.

B L O O D M O B I L E - The American Red Cross will sponsor a
jloodmobile Sept. 21 and 22 from 11:30-5:00 each day in the
Wofford Basement.

WCRO
Continued from pg. 1
wiring also caused problems.
Godfrey said t h a t if a hairdryer
was r u n n i n g anywhere in the
dorms the signal was lost.
The f u t u r e of the station is
tentative. If the station should
reopen, there is no agreement
on w h a t will h a p p e n to it.
"We need to get to new
equipment before we go back on
the air a n d we'll probably expand the a i r time," Kivijarv
said.
Bend*:, Vowevor, is not so
optimistic, spying "it's pretty
much down."
Bender and Kivijarv do
agree on t h a t WCRO will remain a closed circuit station.
"Hiei e is no option for it to
go anywhere else," Kivijarv
said.
"**
There is no room on t h e
broadcast b a n d where WCRO
could p u t its signal without
interfering with other radio
s t a t i o n s , a n d according to
Bender, it would be expensive if
it were possible.
Bender said it would cost

about a $250,000 to get a Federal
Communications
Commision license and WCRO
would have to conform to all the
FCC regulations, which would
include staffing the station fulltime. And t h a t would require
more money.
Kivijarv said h e believes
the station will begin broadcasting again and he's hoping
for next year, b u t he's not promising anything. H e said when
and where the station will reopen depends a lot on the "priority the school p u t s on f u n d i n g
for i t "
Bender said WCRO received about $6,000 each y e a r
to pay t h e salaries of t h e staff,
telephone charges, records a n d
equipment maintenance. The
f u n d s came from t h e audio-visual budget b u t none were alotte'cf fbr new equipment.
The station r a n through
t h e electrical wiring in the
dorms. There were t h r e e t r a n s mitters, one in Tillman, one in
Phelps a n d one in Richardson.
Bender said the t r a n s m i t t e r s in
Phelps and Richardson were
removed Friday to avoid electrical damage.

t h e r e isn't a grade given or tion of questions p e r t a i n i n g to
course credit; students only the student's major and a ca
find out w h a t skills they neeci to r e e r preparation section.
develop. If a s t u d e n t is having a
For freshmen, a portion
h a r d time with m a t h , then the
t e s t will tell w h a t a r e a s h e will be devoted to entiy-leve
needs to work on, without caus- skills, while seniors who take
i n g the s t u d e n t to fail a class. the test will have questions on
Plus, participating in the pro- non-academic a r e a s of develop
ment, such as attitude.
g r a m isn't a requirement.
P r u s said t h e freshmen
"Students should realize
t h a t assessment isn't j u s t a tested early in September were
hoop they have to j u m p through selected a s random representa
to get a course grade or a di- lives of the freshman class.
ploma," Johnson said. "The Scores on t h e test won't becomt
best thing a s t u d e n t could g e t p a r t of the academic record, but
would be early, accurate feed- will serve a s a basis for upper
back on whether he or she is in classman testing later thi:
good shape for graduation and year.
a successful career or whether
P r u s said a s t u d e n t advi-i
they're behind in some a r e a s of
sory board will be established
education."
to give students a chance tc
The test will have a section voice their opinions concerning
on general information, a sec- assessment programs a n d ac
tivities.

Ditch
Continued

You want to make yourself heard?
Vote.

from pg. 1

Unexpected
electrical
lines, sewer lines, drainage
lines a n d old well lines r u n n i n g
u n d e r the p a v e m e n t slowed
down t h e job.

It's your loudest voice.

The ditch is now partially
full of m u d caused by t h e rain
last week. The m u d h a s to be
removed a n d dry dirt brought
in before construction can be
completed.
* *f.th e m u d j s n ' t removed,
dry dirt p u t in, the m u d will
eventually dry, settle a n d leave
a gap u n d e r t h e pavement. In
time the p a v e m e n t over the gap
would cave in and 'eave a hole
in the road.
"It t a k e s time to fill the hole
with emmgh dry dirt t h a t it can
be racked tightly so t h a t there
will o c no danger i n the road
c a y i n f i # i n the f u t u r e , " Culp
8®>d. TIM d i r t h a s to be tested
for stability a n d packed many
times efore the ditch can be
filled.
H i e workers h a v e now p u t
rode and gravel over the full
portion oT t h e ditch to keep
water out until the r e s t of t h e
ditch i s filled.
O n • t h i s section is repaved
the d i t i i will continue down
the road until it reaches the
equipment h u t jusf above t h e
a m p h i t h e a t r e and beside Ki
nard.
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ANY SANDWICH
WITH LARGE DRINK
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ANY SANDWICH
WITH LARGE DRINI

HsckHB.SC.
-CALL M FOR TAKE OUT ORDERS.

(

•75 Abright Road
Cotontal Center (NexttoSky Cfcy)

328-2002

1907 Ch»rry Road
Chany Park Centra

328-1950

STEAXS & HOAG4ES
~
1. SALAMI lettuce,tomato,onion, oil & vinegar.
i 79
2. BOLOGNA lettuce.tomato,onion.oN t*wgar
i.eg
S TUNA lettuce,tomato,onion, oil A vinegar.
249
4. STEAK A GULLED OfBONS orty
2.»
5. AMERICAN SPECIAL cheese, roast baaf, hiikey, ham,
enione. lettuce.tomato,oil A vinegar...
*
2.49
6. ITALIAN SPECIAL cheese. salami, peppamri. hard salami.
ham. lettuce,tomato,onion, oil A vinegv.
249
7. NEW JERSEY SPECIAL steak, che«scgrift»d onions, lettuce, tomato, OH A vinegar....
3 19
8. MEAT BALLS and sauce.
"""" 2 ; 3 0
tom 0
,«•
*'
W o n . * A vinegar.
243un
10. STEAK SUPREME cheese, mushrooms, gtMed onions.
and pizza sauce.
„
3 49
11. HAM lettuce, tomato, onion, ofl A vineof
2 49
12. TURKEY lettuce, tomato, onion, oil A vinegar.
2.49
13. ROAST BEEF lettuce, tomato, onion, oil A vinegar..,
2 89
14. HOUSE SPECIAL cheese, cappicoia, hard satavrt. ham;
salami, lettuce, tomato, onion, oil A vinegw......
.1 2.49
•15. PHILLY SPECIAL steak, cheese, grilled oMofis,
.
A pizza sauce.—
'
2 95
16. ITALIAN SAUSAGE on** onions, peppers, provoke
'
__g^sejndntaasau^...w„;
2.95
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Music professor tours Soviet Union

By MELISSA SMITH
Johnsonian Staff Writer

Most Americans just dream
about the chance to visit Norway, but Dr. Martin Hughes of
the music department at
Winthrop College has lived this
dream for the past eleven years.
Hughes taught both high
school and college students at

the Vestfold Summer Music
Schoool in Norway. While
there, he also performed concerts with some of the faculty
and students.
This summer he was invited by the Norwegian band,
Tonsberg Janitsjarkorps to
tour Russia as a guest soloist.
The tour lasted five days and
included the cities of Lenin-

grad, Olgino, and Eepensky.
He performed one concert in
each city. In his spare time he
toured Russia with an organization called the Intourist,
which is an official tour guide of
Russia.
"The Russian performances were well attended and
had very good audiences," said
Hughes.

Winthrop hires 31 new faculty

He said the most impressive part of the tour was the
architectual structure of Leningrad and the beauty of the
city. When asked if he would
return to Russia if he had the
chance, he smiled and said,
"Sure."
Hughes has */>ured all over
Western Europe and across the
United States and Hawaii with

and chairman of the English professor of German; and Midepartment; Martin Knoll, as- chael Bokeno, assistant profesFreshmen are not the only sistant professor of geology; sor of speech.
ones new at Winthrop College. Sonja Dennis, assistant profesAlso new are: Marilyn
sor of psychology; Letha
The office of college rela- Maxton, instructor of psychol- Lutz, instructor of English;
AltheaTruitt, assistant profestions reports that 31 new facogy; Haney Howell, assistant
ulty members were hired for professor of communications; sor of social work; Bertha Martin de Nicolas, instructor of
the 1988-1989 academic year.
Donald Friedman, assistant
See Faculty, pg. 7
Gaining the most new faculty members was Winthrop's
ROCK HILL'S NEWEST RESTAURANT s
arts and sciences department.
The new faculty members are:
William Sullivan, professor

PAGE 3

numerous orchestras and symphonies such as the Annapolis
Brass Quintet and the Louisville Orchestra. He has also
performed many private concerts.
Hughes began taking piano lessons at age eight and by
age twelve he developed an

See Russia, pg. 7

By CARMEN GRANT
_Johnsonian Staff Writer

A defense
against cancer
can be cooked up
In your kitchen.
There is evidence
that diet and cancer
are related. Some
foods may promote
cancer, while others may
protect you from it.
Foods related to lowering the risk of cancer
of the larynx and esophagus all have high
amounts of carotene, a
form of Vitamin A
which is in cantaloupes, peaches, broccoli, spinach, all dark
green leafy vegetables, sweet potatoes,
carrots, pumpkin,
winter squash, and
tomatoes, citrus fruits and
brussels sprouts.
Foods t'.iat may help reduce the
risk of gastrointestinal and respiratory tract cancer are cabbage,
broccoli, brussels sprouts, kohlrabi, cauliflower.
Fruits, vegetables and whole
grain cereals such as oatmeal, bran and wheat
may help lower the
risk of colorectal
cancer.
Foods high in fats,
salt- or nitrite-cured
foods such as ham,
and fish and types of
sausages smoked by traditional
methods should be eaten in
moderation.
No one faces
I
cancer alone.
V AMERICAN CANCER SOOETYc-
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BUY A GYRO SANDWICH FOR $1.99 WITH |
THIS COUPON
I
Located in Cherry Park Centre
!
,
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RED CROSS
BLOODMOBILE
WILL BE AT
WINTHROP SEPT.
21st-22nd
11:30-5:00 p.m.
WOFFORD BASEMENT

POPULAR
MAUD
In the Amphitheater
from 6 to 9
Sept. 23

we#
FOR GUYS AND GALS

[JAZZ UP YOUR HAIRSTYLE
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
ARE STUDENT DAYS

•HAIR
•NAILS
•SKIN CARE
15% OFF PERMS
\I0% OFF ALL OTHER
SERVICES
(803) 366 6442
ROCK HILL MALL
Outside Entrance next to
Barber Shop

OPEN
DAILY 9:30-9:00
SUNDAY 1:00-6:00
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Ditch digs deep
T

wo months ago Pinnix Construction company
began digging a trench in front of Johnson Hall
that will continue to Kinard building and disrupt the college until the project is completed.
Officials with the construction company said they
were prepared to begin the excavations to intall a
chilled water line last June. This was the end of
Winthrop's term and the digging would have caused
few problems for Winthrop's much reduced summer
school population.
For reasons that no college official has yet been able
to explain, the work was held up until early August. By
that time there was no way the company could avoid
causing severe parking problems and virtually cut off
that entire portion of the campus.
The work in front of Johnson is now completed, but
the recent heavy rains have delayed the progress. Bill
Culp, director of renovations and special projects, said
mud that settled in the ditch must now be removed and
the dirt repacked before that section of the street can be
repaved.
This summer's record drought was even more reason to begin the work then since the lack of rainfall
would have been ideal for the swift completion of the
project. Now it will be another 60 days before t h a t
section of the street can be reopened — unless it rains
again.
That's the good news; the bad news is ditch will
soon cut off the public safety office and parking at the
rear of Tillman, the student apartments, Margaret
Nance and Bancroft.
One college professor facetiously suggested leaving
the ditch open, taking it all the way around campus and
filling it with water. The college could then operate a
number of gondolas in the new moat and students could
travel 'rom class to class in their motorboats.
That may be a toungue-in-cheek solution, but certainly it is no worse than the problem.
At this point the college should at least consider
usu.g some foresight, something everyone knows
Wintbrop officials aren't used to practicing.
The work must be completed in sections instead of
extending it nearly a half mile and tripling the problems.
The construction company should be stopped from
extending the hole farther until the workers have installed the water line and paved the area they are now
working on. Then, and only then, should they begin
work on a new section.
This may slow the work, but it is the only way for
both the ongoing construction and and the college community both remain productive.
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Few remember campus radio
station; even fewer heard it
Have you ever been sitting
in your dorm room and thought
to yourself "I wonder what
happened to that rockin' station, WCRO?"
Probably few of you really
ever heard Winthrop College
Radio (WCRO, 640 on the AM
dial) when it was on the air.
But if you really, really think
about it, the station never was
on the air. It ran through the
electrical wiring on campus. If
you wanted to listen to your
college station play those hard
rockin' hits, you had to have
your stereo plugged into a
campus outlet
But even then you might
not be able to pick it up because
of filters in your stereo equipment that are meant to blockout noise, such as the Winthrop
radio station.
We don't have to worry
about our stereos' blocking out
that noise anymore, though.
The station has gone off the air
or cable or whichever for an
undetermined length of time.
It's sad to see such a teaching
tool for future broadcasters just
dropped from the college
budget.
The station is not undergoing repairs or renovations like

I never heard WCRO, my
stereo had all the proper filters
to block-out noise from the electrical supply. I heard about it,
By TOM ROUILLARD though; nothing but compliments.
Johnsonian
Living Editor
I also heard that Winthrop
plans to get it started again in
many of the buildings. It's just aboutfiveyears. None of us will
sitting there. It's used for class be here then (God willing) so I
projects, but that's not its main wonder what it will be like. Will
purpose. I know. I'm using it in they give it an antenna, or will
one of my classes and it was it stay as a closed circuit station? Will there be enough
meant to give real experience to
money budgeted to keep it
those who are planning a career
going, or it will fall prey lack of
in radio broadcasting.
funds again?
The thing that really gets
Winthrop has got to realize
me going is that I can remember the radio station in my F t that the radio station is as
much a tool of learning as proLauderdale high school.
fessors. Students in the field of
It wasn't the greatest It broadcasting need to get expewas staffed by high school stu- rience before they enter the
dents and ran under a strict career world. The station is
budget, but it broadcast on FM also a way of promoting school
stereo and you could listen to it spirit and pride.
at home, in the car, or while
Maybe the lack of such a
jogging. It was a good station;
they played "pop" music and point on all our radios, o.. and
had fun with the announcers. off campus, where students can
turn for the latest Winthrop
I thought that my college College news and popular muradio station would at least be sic is one of the reasons for the
in contention with my high lethargy that rests on this
school radio station, but I campus like a dark cloud. ,
hadn't counted on Winthrop.

1
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Obscene calls not just nusiance

SEX.
What do you think of when
you see those three letters, each
of them innocent enough by
themselves, combined to form
what used to be a taboo word?
Tm beginning to fear the
word and all its implications.
In the past six months I have
recieved obscene phone calls
from three different callers. Not
your typical heavy breathing,
but actual propositions for sex.
All three were men, members of
my sex asking for homosexual
favors.
These have all come from
complete strangers.
But one knew my name, my
room number and where I
worked. It so upset me when he
called that I played along with
him in an attempt to trap him.
public safety traced all my
phone calls and watched while I
waited for Jim to meet me at appointed places and times. He
never came.
This waiting for him to arrive at anytime made me paranoid when I walked around
campus alone at night.
Was he insane, would he kill
me if I resisted? These questions

haunted me the entire time.
My fears increased when
he was bold enough to call me
at work and leave messages for
me.
Finally Jim showed up unexpected early one Sunday
morning. When he knocked on
the door and asked for me by
name I recognized the voice.
I'm not at all ashamed to
admit that I was scared. I was
in the room by myself and
didn't want to let him in, but I
did anyway because my anger
and my hopes to catch him outweighed my fears.
I slipped out of the room
after I let him in and called
public safety from a room
down the hall.
When the officer arrived,
Jim was arrested. It turns out
Jim isn't his name and he isn't
just an obsene phone caller —
he is an attorney employed by
a prominent Rock Hill Law
firm and he is married.
Jim, or whatever is name
is, got off easy. Instead ofgoing
to jail for all the suffering and
anxiety he caused me, he
agreed to see a therapist once a
week until the therapist said

By Til 0*BMANT
Johnsonian
Managing
Editor
he wouldn't make obscene calls
anymore.
What's even more stupid is
I agreed to the deal.
Now that I see what that
man's call shave done tome and
the fears he has left me with, I
wish I had pressed charges and
sued him for everthing he was
worth — not much in my estimation.
What makes a well-to-do
lawyer turn to harrassing
people over the phone to satisfy
his sexual needs, I don't know,
but it's part of a big problem in
our society.
Homosexuality, bisexuality or good old-fashioned
heterosexuality — I'm not
against any of them until someone begins radomly calling
phone numbers looking for a
willing partner.

I don't know what Dr. Ruth
would say, and don't care either. It's not normal behavior.
As public safety reporter
forThe Johnsonian, I have seen
dozens of reports from students, both male and female,
who say they have received the
same kind of calls. In most
cases nothing ever happens to
someone suspected of making
the calls.
Perhaps in this age of 1800-dial-sex and 976-love numbers people have actually
started to believe that the best
way to find love and/or sex is
over the telephone. Or maybe
the AIDS epidemic has frightened these people away from
casual sex so they find their
relief in a telephone receiver.
It's sad for both those who
make the calls and those who
recieve them.
A lot of these calls may be
harmless and once the caller is
rejected it may be the end of it,
but what happens when the
caller is a lunatic and doesn't
deal with rejection well?
This may be rare, but it's
still dangerous.

Something must be done to
protect everyone with a telephone, all of whom are possible
/ictims. Laws should be enforced and penalties against
the callers should be stiffened
to make an example to others
considering unwanted electronic courtship.
A student who reports such
calls to Public Safety can have a
tracer put on their line, the only
problem is the Rock Hill Telephone Company does not have
equipment required to trace a
call from off-campus. Even a
campus pay phone is a
safehaven for the caller since
they are not a part of323 prefix
system.
This equipment, costly as it
may be, must be installed and
made available to Public
Safety. After all, the phone
company has a moral and ethical responsibility to protect it's
customers from such violations.
Meanwhile, I'll still be looking over my shoulder and a chill
will run down my spine
everytime I hear an unfamilar
voice on the phone.

Student unhappy with
parking, cafe, bookstore
Editor,
As a resident student here at
Winthrop, I think it's ridiculous
the things that we are forced to
do. I want to bring attention to
these grievances which I believe
represent a majority of those of
the resident student population.
First of all, the meal plans
(some may remember my letter
two years ago about our food at
the Epicure): why buy a mea)
plan that you can't user The f e d
was terrible two years ago when
I wrote my first letter to the
editor, and it's only gotten worse
since then. For instance, the deli
line seems to be the most popular place to eat. How nutritious
can sandwiches be every day of
the week?
Second of all is the parking
situation. I received a phone call
at 7:45 a.m. telling me to move
my carfromthe lot by the tennis
courts." I live in East Thomson
and for the fourth time this
semester I have not been able to
find a parking space in resident

parking. There are plenty of
commuter parking spaces
around the dorms, however.
The public safety officer told
me to park at the lower end of
the freshman lot which is
"open" parking. I am not
afraid to walk, but $2079 in
tuition is a lot to pay to have to
park a half-mile away. Why
not put commuter parking
over there and give us our
rightful resident parking
spaces by the dorms? Surely,
with all the renovations and
all the money public safety's
made from writing tickets, we
could come up with money for a
parking garage at Wofford.
Another problem is our
wonderful book store, which
not only overcharges us, but
can't even order enough correct books to satisfy student
demand.
Help! Is there anything we
can do about this?
James Siachos
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Move

Continued from pg. 1
Moody said the college fire
marshal objected to the presence of acids and other strong
chemicals used in the printing
and photography classes. He
said it was a fire hazard for the
students and the residents of
Bancroft resident hall.
T h a t Friday the axe came
and on that Saturday we were
moving stuff," said Moody. "The
state fire marshal was just
doing his job. I think it was
really a lack of communication.
Somebody forgot to have Bancroft checked (to meetfireregulations)."
However, the marshal approved chemical use for The
Tatler, The Johnsonian and
The Anthology because fewer
chemicals would be needed.
The publications staffs built a
darkroom and divided the office

spaces. There is more privacy in
Bancroft's basement because of
the offices and the noise that
plagued the former building is
absorbed into the carpet.
Students seem to be adjusting to the changes.
Jeff Hicks, a graduate student taking a printing class,
thinks the students like the
new shop in the Goode Building.
"It took them a couple of
days to decide where to hold the
classes," Hicks said. "I really
don't know who's in charge of
the decision."
Cartons of art supplies are
stili stacked on the shelves and
along the walls of the Goode
building as a result of the
move.
"It's great, although we've
had some teething problems,"
Moody said.Alternate plans for
Moody's classes had to be made

because of the lack of storage
space and improper lighting for
printing photographs.
Moody said art students are
becoming used to not having a
permanent location.
"This semester they're walking all over campus," he said.
Wade Hobgood, chairman of
the department of art and design, expressed his grati tude to
the editors and staff who were
asked to make the move with
little notice.
"They were very cooperative," Hobgood said. "Once the
decision was made, I asked Jeff
Mann to ask the publishers to
move."
The art department; plans to
return the classes now held in
the Goode building to Rutledge
when Rutledge renovations are
complete. The publications will
return to the newly renovated
Goode building.
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Oakland Art Supply
* PUU. UH6 OF A n r SUPPUES FOfl:
PAWIERS
DESIGNERS
DRAFTSMEN
CERAMISTS
SPECIAL DISCOUNT WITH WCID
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324-7080
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1 HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS BANK OF SOUTH CAROUNA

BUY 1 LARGE SUB
AND 2 LARGE DRINKS,
GET A SUB OF EQUAL
OR LESSER VALUE

FffilElE 3!

CHERRY RD. ACROSS FROM WINTHROP
329-0073
EXPIRES 9-27-88
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Faculty
Continued from pg. 3
Spanish; Betty Baker Reiter,
instructor of math; Michael
Rukstelis, instructor of English; and Donna Romein, instructor of English.
The school of education
gained nine new faculty members. They are: Gray Garwood,
senior research — early childhood/spegiai education; Robbie
KendaM. assistant professor,
director of tiie center excellence; CovdeKa Robinson, professor and director of HDC;
Yvonne Messer, assistant professor and aquatics director;
and Lorraine Douglas, assistant professor, counseling and
development.
Others added to the school
of education are James Knox,
discipline director-social work;
Patrice Gilliam, instructorleadership, counseling and
media; Janet Stofega, instructor-critical needs certification
area; Janet Reid, assistant
professor of elementary education.
Winthrop's school of business gained six new faculty
members. They are: Bill
Francis, assistant professor of
finance; David Bradbard, assistant professor,
MIS; Angela Letourneau,
assistant professor of accounting; David Letourneau, assistant professor of finance; Jean
Odom, assistant professor of
accounting; and Emma Jane
Riddle, associate professor of
management.
Winthrop's school of visual
and performing arts gained
three new faculty members.
They are: Bennett Lentczer,
dean and professor; Charles
Harmon, assistant professor of
art; and Jontyle Robinson, associate professor of art.
RUSSia
mmmmmmmmmm
Continued from pg, 2
interest in the euphonium, a
brass wind instrument, Later
in his musical career, he began
to play the trombone. While in
Norway, Hughes played both
the euphonium and the trombone, but while touring Russia
he played only the trombone.
He recently earned his doctrate degree in Music Performance at the University of Maryr:
This is Hughes second year
teaching at Winthrop.

The Johnsonian
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641 don't want
a lot of hype.
I just want
something I
can count on.^

Some long distance
companies promise you
the moon, but what you
really want is dependable,
high-quality service. That's
just what you'll get when
you choose AT&T Long
Distance Service, at a cost
that's a lot less than you
think. You can expect low
long distance rates, 24-hour
operator assistance, clear
connections and immediate
credit for wrong numbers.
And the assurance that
virtually all of your calls will
go through thefirsttime.
That's the genius of the
AI&T Vforldwide Intelligent
Network.
When it's time to
choose, forget the gimmicks
and make the intelligent
choice-ATM.
Ifyoud like to know
more about our products or
services, like International
Calling and the AT&T Card,
call us at 1800 222-0300.

Greg Riley University of North Carolina-Class of1989]
The right choice.
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Vote for your choice
SGA elections .'A
Wednesday September 21, 1988

Post elections
ftps©

<m3 smj&sfatorn*$ o© &© ,fwm.

[Give
yourself
a hand
against breast
cancer
^

V

Breast self-examination is easy,
takes only a few minutes and can
be performed in the privacy of
your own home. It's an important
way you can detect early and
highly curable breast canccr.
Through monthly breast selfexaminations, you will learn how
your normal breast tissue feels
and will be able to recognize a
change if one occurs. In fact,
most breast lumps are found by
women themselves.
Take control of your body and your
life.
Make breast self-examination
part of your monthly routine.
And su: your dor;orregularlyfoi
clinical exams and advice or
mammography.
For a free pamphlet about breast
self-examination, call your loca
American Cancer Society.
We're here to help.

JUST BRING THE COMPLETED QUIZ UNTO LOVES JEWELRY STORE. IF YOU GET THEM ALL
CORRECT YOU WILL RECEIVE A FREE GIFT .
1. WHERE CAN YOU HAVE YOUR CLOTHES WASHED , FLUFFED
AND FOLDED JUST LIKE HOME?
•

A. GREENE'S FLOWERS

•

B. NORGETOWN

Q

C. CURTIS MATHIS

Q

D. LOVE'S JEWELRY

•

E. THE TREEHOUSE

Q

F. MARION DAVIS

Q

G. CRICKETS

•

H. COBBLERS BENCH

•

I. WEIGHT WATCHERS

•

J. THE ARISTOCRAT

•

K. FRANKLIN'S PRINTING

2. WHERE CAN YOU RENT A COLOR T.V., A REFRIGERATOR AND
STEREO IN THE SAME DAY ?
3. WHERE CAN YOU GO FOR TRUSTWORTHY SERVICE ON YOUR
CAR OR BUY A NEW BIKE ?
4. WHERE CAN YOU GO FOR FINANCIAL AID WHEN ALL ELSE
FAILS ?
5. WHERE CAN YOU GET THAT SPECIAL GIFT FOR A LITTLE
BROTHER OR SISTER?
6. WHERE CAN YOU GET THAT PERFECT OUTFIT FOR YOUR
FIRST INTERVIEW ?
7. WHERE CAN YOU GO TO GET THOSE FALL AND WINTER
SKI VACTION RESERVATIONS ?
8. WHERE'S THE BEST SHOE SELECTION IN TOWN?
9. WHERE CAN YOU GO TO GET ALL YOUR DANCE AND
ACTIVE WEAR NEEDS?
10. WHERE CAN YOU GET YOUR RESUME PROFESSIONALLY TYPED ?
11. WHERE CAN YOU GO TO GET PROFESSIONAL PORTRAITS
DONE OF YOU OR YOUR FRATERNITY OR SORORITY?
12.WHERE CAN YOU GO FOR THAT SPECIAL FRATERNITY OR SORORITY GIFT?
13. WHERE CAN YOU GO TO SEND THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE A BOUQUET OF ROSES OR A 8ALL.OON-A-GRAM?
14. WHERE DO YOU GO TO LOSE THOSE FEW EXTRA INCHES YOU
PUT ON OVER THE SUMMER WITH MOM'S GOOD COOKING?
15. WHERE CAN YOU GET THAT JAZZY HAIRSTYLE FOR
YOUR DATE SAT. NIUHT?
*6. WHERE CAN YOU BUY A 14K COLLAF; OR LABFL PIN WITH
YOUR INITIALS OR GREEK LETTERS ?
17 .WHERE CAN YOU GO TO GET LINGERIE?
18. WHERE CAN YOU GO FOR THE LATEST FASHIONS IN
TEENS CLOTHING?
19. WHERE CAN YOU GO TO BUY YOUR MOM A SPECIAL
SWEATER OR SKIRT?

•

L. UPTOWN GIRL

•

M. TRAVEL AGENTS INTL.

Q

N. SULLIVAN'S DANCE

Q

O. BUNDLES AND BCWS

[ ] P. WESTERN AUTO
•

Q. ROECHE PHOTOGRAPHY

•

R. CREDIT THRIFT

•

S. LADY J
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Classic Copy

NOBODY DOES IT BETTER !

ANY T-SHIRT 8.99 WITH COUPON
YOUR CHOICE FROM ALL OUR
GREAT NAMES!
L___NO LIMIT

EXPIRES

HOURS: MON.- SAT. 10-7 ]
SUN. 1-6
*
THE COMMONS (FORMERLY/
BEATY MALL) 327-7060 iM

£lght weight $44
Qtaavy weight $59
Diamond cut rops band $26

!

LIVING

I John Fisher, owner and operator of Hawaiann Shave Ice.

Wlothrop Junior
John Fisher has
made providing a
taste of Hawaii
his business.
The entrepreneur'
has opened two
stands in Rock
Hill where he
»
sells fiovoretf
shave Ice like the
Pina Colada
cone pictured
actual size here.

J

ohn was sitting on a picnic table outside his snowcone
stand, wearing a Northwestern football shirt.
"I'm not going to lie and say I was Mr. Confident the
whole time. It was definitely scary. I had a lump in
my throat, just like I guess everybody else would,"
John Fisher said as the busy traffic raced by.
He opened his own business, Hawaiian Shave Ice, in May
and now has two locations, 1401 Cherry Road and 457 Saluda
Street in Rock Hill.
Fisher wanted to do everything himself. He called local
mortgage companies, credit thrifts, and every single bank in
Rock Hill to find the best rate. Most of them wanted to know
what he had for collateral, but Rock Hill National was willing
to work with him.
It was a signature loan and we all know how much collateral a college student could put up. I guess I was really lucky "
said Fisher.
Fisher, a junior at Winthrop, visited some friends in
Greenville who were selling snowcones. He decided this was a
profit-making business that he wanted to get in on.
"It just seemed like the right thing to do," Fisher said as he
waved to a passerby.
His dad was concerned, but Fisher assured him it wasn't a
huge initial investment for a college student to make.

Story and phirtot by Backy Smith

Gold's Gym is health conscious
By . Owi ROUiLLARD
Johnsonian Living Editor

In this era of health consciousness that is sweeping our
nation, it seems odd that Rock
Hill has only one full service
body building center - Gold's
Gym.
Gold's isn't a new company.
"It's been around since 1970
when the first one opened on
'Muscle Beach' in Venice
Beach, California," said Steve
Strobel, manager and part
owner of the Rock Hill location.
It's an established gym*, not

like thefly-by-nightRock Hill
Athletic Center that left many
residents and college students
holding worthless memberships when it went bankrupt,
Strobel said.
^ JStrobel, 26,-year-old native of Dayton, Ohio, came to
Rock Hill last January to get
started on the search for a location for the gym. His search
ended at the old "Roll-ARound" skating rink building
on the corner of S.C. 161 and
Rivemew Rd.
The building was redesigned andremodeledto accom-
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Club has
bad jokes,
coffee, fun,
friendship

By Eduiard Cfomer

By TOM ROUILLARD
Johnsonian_Livln2_Edito^______^^^

Chris Brady:
On the way to
the Big Time!
l a d i e s and gentlemen, children of all ages, and anyone else
that I may have left out, it's time to put awaj the cards and
the backgammon boards because the column that you've all
been eagerly awating is finally here. Yes, welcome to Bored
Stiff or, as it's affectionately(?) known, B.S., your guide to the
wonderful world of chronicide (the art ofkillingtime). I'm your
host, Ed Clower. If there are any questions, comments, or
ideas in the area, please point them in my direction at the new
Publications Office in the basement of Bancroft Hall.
And now, down to business. The DSU activities board
picked a real winner this year in the form of singer/songwriter
Chris Brady, who appeared in the DSU basement September
7. His show was one that shouldn't have been missed. Brady
invokes the air of sponteneity and relaxation that, combined
with his soulful voice, his choice ofmaterial, and his technique
on the guitar, create a feeling more like a friendly get-together
than a concert
Brady enjoys his work, and it shows in the energy and
feeling that he puts into both his live material and his first
album, "...Risk It All." He is an artist that is so at home with
his audience that he performs barefoot, yet so energetic that
he broke two guitar strings.
Brady's timing is one of the things that will take him far
in the music business. From the way he fit his original songs
in among the works ofJames Taylor, Bob Dylan, the Grateful
Dead and others to the way he changes the feeling of his show
from the party pulse of Jimmy Buffett to the serenity of Cat
Stevens, Brady runs the whole gamut of emotions as smooth
as silk.
The only thing that tops Brady in concert is Brady in the
studio; "...Risk It All" shows thathe is on the edge of big things
in the music world. He displays his versitality with guitar and
pen in sungs ranging from "Limbo", the soulful ballad of
unsure 1 ove, to the driving Southern beat of "One Good Time",
to the b ard rocking "No Release" that reflects the bitterness of
tisc that just can't be broken.
It you caught Brady at Dinkins, give yourself 5B.S. points
and a pat on the head. If you missed it, kick yourself and pay
more attention to your school newspaper. Brady may be
ret'irning in the spring, according to the Activities board.
For more information on Chris Brady, or tofindout where
to get a copy of "...Risk It All", write to :
Lauris Records
a
P.O. Box 35232, Charlotte, N.C. 28235
Meanwhile, Carl Rosen a repeated favorite, will play tonight from 8:00 to 9:30 at Union Station. There'sa$l coverfor
this show. For those of you who are as wealthy as I ami,"The
FBp" are appearing in the Amphitheatre this Friday. Bring
the neighbors, It's
free.
jj
t!
' That wraps up B.S. for another week. Until next time,
take care, and try to stay entertained.

photo by Doug Marriott

Chris Brady: Soulful, energetic and barefoot

Students stopped between classes to hear singer/songwriter
Chris Brady in his one-man, barefoot performance Sept 7 in the
Dinkins Student Center basement.

If you've ever gone to the
Dinkins snack bar for breakfast, to read your textbook or
study notes before going to a 9
o'clock classyou may have seen
them. Betteryet.youmayhave
heard them.
The are the nine or so
members of the Coffee Club,
which really isn't a club and
they really aren't members.
They're just faculty and staff
members that get together
every day between 8 and 9 a.m.
for a cup of coffee, good conversation and maybe breakfast.
There are no real restrictions for those who want to
join, but you'd better come
equipped to hear some bad
jokes, and maybe tell a few of
your own.
"You can't be serious,
that's the only rule we've got,"

See club, pg. 19

Last Temptation" review
By EDWARD CLOWER
Johnsonian Staff Writer

Every few years or so, a
film comes along that stirs
public reaction to the point
that it needs little to no ad' vertisoment.
The last one was "Angel
Heart", the 1987 film involving voodoo rituals and incest
This year that film is T h e
Last Temptation of Christ",
directed by Martin Scorsese,
based on a novel written by
Nikcs Kazantzakis and starring Willem DaFoe as Jesus of
Nazareth, Harvey Keitel as
Judas Iscariot, and Barbera
Hershey as Mary Magdaline.
Eventually, after all the
rumors have been spread and
the shouting starts to go into
repetition, the only thing left
to do is to see it for yourself
and make your own decisions.
Not being atheologist of any
merit, I can only judge this
film on its meritsas afilmand
not on its religious implications. This can, and should,
only be judged by the viewer.

What I can tell you is that
The Last Temptation of Christ
is a very goodfilm.Scorsese has
done with Jesus what scores of
other filmmakers have failed to
do - give the audience a view of
Jesus of Nazareth that is both
divine and palpable. DaFoe
gives us a portrayal of Jesus
that is shockingly human.
From the joy of time shared
with friends in celebration to
the frustration of temptation
and insecurity, to the stark
terror of the realization thathe
must be crucified, DaFoe
makes Jesus a real and comprehendable figure in ways that I
never considered.
Not to be ignored is Harvey
Keitel's portrayal of Judas Iscariot. Judas is portrayed as a
political revolutionary who
becomes the most trusted
friend of Jesus. Torn by his
deep conviction to the people of
Israel and his love for his
friend, Judas is asked by Jesus
to betray him to the Romans.
The rest, of course, is a wellknown story.
One thing I didn't like was

the choice of singer/actor David
Bowie as P&ntius Pilate. Other
than the obvious "teen appeal"
he could generate in almost any
setting but this one, there
seems to be no reason to throw
his English accent in among the
other voices. He tends to distract from the scene, since
people are busy realizing who
he is while he interogates Jesus. So, although he does a fine
job with his rather small part I
believe that the film would
have been much better with
another actor in that part
Overall, I was impressed
with The Last Temptation of
Christ The musical score,
written by Peter Gabriel, is an
interesting combination of traditional Eastern music and
contemporary Western sounds.
Fve been trying to avoid the
usual cliches, but if you do only
see one film this year, iiake
sure that if s The Last Temptation of Christ
The Last Temptation of
Christ rated R, is now playing
at the Park Terrace Cineplex
Odeon in Charlotte.

SPORTS
Lady Eagles could end the
season first in conference
'

- —

i ^
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at the end of the regular season and Queens College (15-6,15-4,
will make the tournament to be 15-8).
played in Asheville, North
"We played much better in
The Winthrop volleyball Carolina this year on Nov. 11the last matches. Playing
team has been picked as the 12.
against USC helped us to realfavorite in the Big South Con"One of our main goals is to ize that we control the tempo.
ference by coaches and sports
information directors in a re- win the conference. That's one We've improved tremendously
of the reasons why we play a since opening game. Our young
cent poll.
Winthrop recieyed six first tough schedule. I expect Baptist people are starting to catch on,"
place votes in compiling 83 to be good, I'm not sure about Ivester said.
points. Radford, the defending Coastal," said coach Cathy
"Lisa Mullins is playing
champion, tallied 82 points Ivester.
well. Gretchen Wessels is
while recieving five first place
After dropping the first two starting to come around. We're
votes.
matches of the season to serving better, although we
Baptist was picked third fol- Davidson and the University of need a stronger attack," Ivester
...
=
Photo by David Turner lowed by Coastal Carolina, South Carolina, Winthrop Lady said.
Mine!
„ ..
UNC-Asheville, Augusta, and Eagles volleyball team reThe Lady Eagles now stand
Sharon Bonaventure and Nicole Nllson demonstrate why the Campbell. The top four teams bounded
with wins over South
. —
...
•ik. i . n «
lutot In t h a
I Carolina State (15-9,15*8,15-7) at 2-2 overall.
K G

By EUGENE JOLLEY
Johnsonian Sports Editor

Baptist beats soccer squad by a point;
loss leaves Winthrop 1-1 in BSC action
game in the last forty seconds Joel Worthy, if we get them to
with three shots on goal occur- play up to their potential, they
will be our strength," Griffin said.
ring during this time.
"We've had some difficulty
The Eagles fall to 2-3 overBaptist College defeated
finishing on goal. This is also
Winthrop College 4-3 in Big all, 1-1 in the BSC.
"We're progressing. We're part of having a young program.
South Conference soccer action
Wednesday, despite a hat trick young. Our goal is to make the As we jell, I can see better offen(3 goals) from Eduardo Ro- Big South Conference playoffs sive attempts sooner or later.
in November. The top four Hopefully sooner," Griffin said.
driguez.
In earlier action, Winthrop
The Eagles fell behind 3-0 teams make it. Hopefully well
in the first half, before rallying. peak at that time," said coach beat Wofford College 1-0 in two
overtimes as Barry Murray
The first goal by Rodriguez was Frankie Griffin.
"Our defensive play has scored an unassisted goal. Henunassisted. The second was
assisted by Keith Schembri. probably been the bright spot. drick Deichman had 7 saves in
The final goal came on a pen- Hendrick Deichman in the goal leading the Eagle defensive efalty kick. There were three has had some incredible saves. fort Winthrop was outshot 16-14
penalty kick goals in the game. Andy Zapisocki at the sweeper in this, the fifth game of the seaThe Eagles mounted a furi- has played well. And our backs,
ous attempt to try to tie the Brian Naylor, Tony Tillis, and
By EUGENE JOLLEY
Johnsonian Sports Editor

Winthrop golfers tie, breaking
records for 9,18 and 36 holes
By EUGENE JOLLEY
Johnsonian Sports Editor

Thp Winthrop College golf
teams opened their seasons in
impressive fashion, as both
teams had record scores occurring.

round 296, a score that tied
the record for 18 holes.

Invitational. Winthrop shot a
975.

Randy Adams and David
English both shot 146 in leading the Eagles. Other scores
were Mims Liner (157), John
Dixon (151), and Maury
Clodfelter (158).

Leading the Lady Eagles
was Renee Redmon. Redmon,
who shot 237, shot the first
under par score for nine holes
in Winthrop's lady golf history.
Redmon went on to shoot a 77
in that round.

The men's team tied the
The Eagles are now
Winthrop record for best score
for 36 holes by shooting a 594 in rankedat 20-1.
the Aubry Apple Invitational.
The Lady Eagles finished
The Eagles finished in second
place by shooting an opening in sixth place in the Longwood

Other scores for the Lady
Eagles are Kelly Smith (241),
Karen Grasch (248), Jenny
Stevens (249), and! Polly Baker
(256).

College Football
...it's that time of year
"Why do you pull for
Clemson?" or "Why do you
bother going to the football
By EUGENE
games when you don't go to
JOLLEY
Clemson?"
Johnsonian
The reason is the fact
Sports Editor
that Winthrop does not have
a football team since the colIt's that time of year lege has been co-ed for only
again. Sports fans, you twelve years. (Freshmen, do
know what I'm talking not believe the T-shirts going
about. It's college football around campus that say
Winthrop football undetime!
Many don't care a thing feated")
Afriend and I have gone to
about football. For me,
there isnothingmore excit- every Clemson football game
ing than a Saturday at ,home and away, the past three
Death Valley, home of the years and plan to go to all the
games this year. Therefore, it
Clemson Tigers.
Let me tell you out front has become an addiction for
that I am a Clemson foot- me.
This seasonhas great promball fan and have been
since the fall of 1978, the ise as both Clemson and South
year of my first Clemson Carolina are currently ranked
football game. As in most third and fourteenth. Cleinson
state rivalries, you pull for had wins over Virginia Tech
one of the other state and Furman, while South
schools. In this state, Carolina beat North Carolina
people either pull for and Western Carolina.
Already fans are looking
Clemson or t h t University
of South Carolina Game- forward to "big" games such as,
cocks. There are a few ex- USC- Georgia and the biggest
ceptions like Furman, of them all, Clemson-USC.
There is nothing like college
Citadel or South Carolina
football on a Saturday afterState.
Many people do not un- noon, at least for me there's
derstand this as they ask not.

CALLING THE SHOTS
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Softball
signings
announced
By EUGENE JOLLEY
Johnsonian Sports Editor

Winthrop College softball
coach Frankie Griffin announced the signing of seven
recruits for the 1988 season.
The seven are outfielders
Carline Smith, Heather Meyer,
and Lisa Marie Curry and infielders Kimberly Beck, Nina
Rozzo, Tara Youngblood and
Lisa Sturgeon.
T m really excited. We
brought in some outstanding
talent this year. Allofwhichare
going to contribute," Griffin
said.
"If you add the recruits to the
players returning, the result
will be a much improved ball
team," Griffin said.
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Decision '88.
Make your vote count

Register before it's too late. Vote on Tuesday November, 8,1988
GREAT
. h A O /
F A S E H I O N N 2 0 /Ooiscoun.
given with
COMPANY
Winthrop I.D.

We serve only the highest quality meats, cheese and vegetables

BUY ONE GET ONE
FREE

Name brands at reduced prk»s:
Jordache
Calvin Klein
Union Bay
Cotler
Reunion
„
Tuxedo Rental $40 & Up

ANY GRINDER ANYTIME

SUSAN M. COLLINS, D.MD.
ANNOUNCES THE OPENING OF HER OFFICE
FOR THE PRATICE OF FAMILY DENTISTRY.
AT
1048 OAKLAND AVE. ROCK HILL,S.C.
ONE BLOCK FROM WINTHROP
TELEPHONE

OFFICE HOURS: MON. - FRIEVENING AND SAT. HOURS
AVAILABLE BY APPOINTMENT

(603) 324-327

TUESDAY IS
COLLEGE NIGHT
LOCATED IN THE TOWN CENTER
MALL DIAGONAL FROM CRAZY
ZACKS

EXPIRES 10/2/88

MAIN ENTRANCE

kll Under
Where I* tfoSiFut/

THURS., SEPT. 29TH
2 SHOWS: 5:30 & 7:30
ON DINKIN'S LAWN
ADV. TICKETS $3 CHILD $5 ADULTS
SHOWDAY$4 CHILD $6 ADULT

Bush, Dukakis making promises
of heaven for college students..
But devilish education records follow both

Dukakis era called
boon and bust

AMHURST, MASS (CPS) see as a bias toward private in— If he's elected president in stitutions, by scandals that
November,
Gov. Michael pushed several campus presiDukakis vyill take with him dents out- of jobs and by
education policies that have Dukakis's failure to maintain
left students in Massachusetts adequate operations budgets
with more financial aid and for state colleges.
Jenifer, for one, said opercampuses with more buildings,
but that have also gotten the ating budget cuts have almost
state's public colleges in deep paralyzed the state higher education system.
budget troubles.
Public campuses will reThis fall, for example,
some schools are turning away ceive $638 million this year,
students, replacing teachers $21.3 million less than last
with computers and raising year. Current operating budgtuition 8.5 percent — a higher ets are "not conducive to mainprice hike than the national taining programs," Jenifer
average of four percent — to said.
Fitchberg State President
cope with deep budget cuts.
SeIn general, the Dukakis Vincent Mara called the reducadministration has been both a tions the most severe blow to
boon and a bust for colleges and public institutions since the
state's fiscal crisis during
CPS photo
universities.
The boons have been con- Dukakis's first term in 1975.
Michael Dukakis at Bear Lake in Rocky Mountain National Park, Colo., this summer
See Dukakis, pg. 15
siderable: since beginning his
second term in 1982, after a
four-year absence from the
governor's office and a stint
and trade deficits, the high priority placed on defense spending
teaching at Harvard, Dukakis
(CPS)—Republican presidental candidate George Bush says
and the commitment to entitlements for older epople, ssich as
has raised student aid, faculty helping students get college education should be one of the
salaries and the budgets of highest priorities in the 1990.
Social Security.
"He can't do anything (about education) if he doesn't adress
other programs on public cam"I have been going around the country saying that I want to
puses to promote his high tech be known as the 'education president,"* Bush said during a camthose problems first."
McGuiness, Clodius and other education professionals note
agenda for the state's economy. paign stop in California this summer. "The reason is simple:
bush offered public support for the Reagan administration's
As the federal government Opportunity is what America is all about, and education is the
reduced aid to students, the key to opportunity."
budgetary attacks on federal college funding.
But now the vice president calls for maintaining work-study,
Dukakis administration picked
An educated workforce, Bush believes, is the key to a prosthe still-unproven income-contingent loans program and Pell
up the slack: since 1983 the perous economy. To prepare that workforce, he promises more
state's scholarship fund, for student aid, plans to help families save for their children's
Grants for low-income students.
For middle-class students, Bush, like his Democratic oppoexample, jumped from $19 mil- education and programs to bring more minority students to
nent, Gov. Mike Dukakis, proposes creating a College Savings
lion to $84 million.
campuses.
Bond. The bond would be similar to the U.S. Savings Bond, except
And this year, Dukakis
He says his U.S. Dept. of Education would avoid theconfronthat ingerest earned would be tax-free if the bond is applied to
signed legislation to initiate tational style of President Reagan's Education Department
more than $400 million in under William Bennett.
college expenses.
Helping students pay for college should be "one of our highest
massive construction, mainteBut while all that might sound very attractive to a national
nance aiid reprar projects on college community buffeted by eight years of budget cuts and
priorities in the 1990s." Bush said.
"The only thing he's wedded to is the college savings bond
several campuses, a bill that White Houce criticism, a lot of people in higher education think
plan," said Becky Timmons of the American Council on Educawas a top priority for education George Bush is full of bunk.
tion (ACE). "It's something we're interested in. It could be an imofficials.
Bush "will do whatever his advisors tell him to do to get
portant vehicle for the middle class. But Bush has not laid out
"I think we were treated elected. It's politics," said Robert Clodius of the National Associaconcrete plans for the poor."
reasonably fairly," said Frank- tion of.State Uniyersities and Land Grant Col'eges.
"He's ignoring a whole sector of the population," said Janet
lyn Jenifer, chancellor of the
While Aims McGuiness of the Education Commission of the
Lieberman of the U.S. Student Association (USSA).
Board of Regents of Higher States thinks "you can take the vice president at his word," he
Hdw6ver,Bush has a long record of supporting black colleges.
Education.
wonders whether Bush would take the political heat of funding,
He donates half, his royalties r e e v e d from his autobiography,
Yet Massachusetts stu- college programs at the expense of, perhaps, defense.
"Looking Forward,^ iotbeUnited Negro College Fund, and many
dents and administrators say
"Whoever is elected president has to face three major probSee Bush, pg. 16
they're frustrated by what they lems," McGuiness said. "They will have to deal with the budget

Bush wants to be 'education president'
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Dukakis

Continued frompg. 14
Several schools say they'll
accept fewer students this year
because of financial woes. To
save money, they'll cut back on
teaching assistants, freeze faculty hiring and tap maintenance funcu. vo try to provide
the same level «.fservices as last
year.
The University of Massachusetts a*.Amherst, the state's
flagship public university with
more than £0,000 undergraduates, is charging students a
special one-time $230 fee to
raise emergency cash.
Students throughout the
state public system face an 8.5
percent tuition hike in the
coming year and a substantial
increase in dormitory fees.
Many University of Lowell
students will receive instruction from computers, instead of
faculty members, in order to cut
costs. Those students will have
to pay a $100 fee to use computer labs.
"Without the faculty we
have to do something," said
President William T. Hogan.
It could get worse. State
campus budgets, Dukakis said
during a March heaving on college savings bonds, "cannot be
expected to continue to grow at
anything like the rate they
have over the past few years."

Some students, however,
are upset most by Dukakis's
support of a measure that
would allow schools to keep
excess revenues generated by
tuition hikes. The "tuition retention" plan, student leaders
say, encourages colleges to
raise their prices.
"We all think he's not sensitive enough," said Michael Ferrigno, director of the State Student Association of Massachusetts. "It pains us. This policy,
we believe, is really a Republican policy."
And Vincent McGrath,
president of the State College
Faculty Association and a
Salam State College professor,
said tuition increases are often

DSU
ANNOUNCEMENT

determined by what private
colleges charge, even though
private schools "can't keep
their own costs down."
McGrath also thinks
Dukakis tends to bow to the
traditional dominance of private colleges in Massachusetts.
•We aren't California, we're
not Texas and we're not Michigan," Dukakis said during a
1986 Boston Globe interview.
"We'clo happen to have some of
the finest (private) institutions

in the world. And I don't think
it makes sense for us to duplicate that (by building up public
colleges)."
The remark infuriated
many educators and students.
Stanley Rosenberg, a Democratic state representative
from Amherst, said the UMass
community still feels betrayed.
"The governor has clearly
done and said things over time
which have given rise to concern andannoyana^_amom?

people in western Massachusetts," Rosenberg said.
Yet, he quickly added, the
Dukakis terms have been "a
good time" for UMass, noting
that $141 million of the recently signed capital improvements bill will go to the
Amherst campus alone.
Rosenberg credits Dukakis
with saving the multi-million
dollar capital outlay proposal
from a legislature that had
rfnnmed it.

"This year
n i get organized

DUE TO RENOVATIONS
IN TILLMAN, ALL MOVIES WILL BE SHOWN AT
UNION STATION.
THERE WILL BE TWO
SHOWS A NIGHT AND
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE
SERVED WITH DRIVERS
LICENSE>
PLEASE ENTER
THROUGH THE BANK
SIDE DOOR OF DINKINS.
THANK-YOU.

WifM WEEK
"ROBOCOP"

TWO SHOWS: 7 &9:30
SEPT. 21

UNION STATION
$1.00 WITH WCID

ENTER T H R O U G H
BANK SIDE D O O R

GAZEBO HAIR
STYLING
STUDENT SPECIAL
MON.&WED.
$5 HAIRCUT WITH WCID

PERM SPECIAL $ 30
BY APPOINTMENT
a
ONLY
CALL COLLEEN OR DIANE
116 S. OAKLAND AVE.
329-0441
ROCK HILL

And this year I really mean it. So I'm buying myself
an IBM* Personal System/2* computer to help me do everything

ssMsrsssS'*

anduse, but if I'm eligible, I'll save up to 40% with my discount.
Who knows, with this IBM PS/2,1 may be so organized
even my socks will match.

COME SEE THE IBM PS/2'S
at DINKENS CENTER
SEPTEMBER 26,1988
9:30 - 3:00

1
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Bush
——————
Continued from pg. 14
black colleges credit Bush with
helping them receive federal
grants.
And while a congressman
in Texas from 1967 to 1970,
Bush voted for the maj or education funding bills that arose.
Education, in fact, is one
arena where Bush seems eager
to distance himself from the Reagan administration, but many
students wonder where he was
when they needed him.

"Where has he been for the
last eight years? - asked Michael Edwards of the National
Education Association. "For a
lot of people, it is going to take
some convincing, and they're
going to doubt credibility."
However, some say the vice
president's proposal to freeze
federal spending for one year to
reduce the budget deficit would
restrict education advancement.

•«•••••*••••«•

Colleges asked to help prevent rape
(CPS) ~ Shocked when 16 the center.
While sexual assaults on
victims of campus rapes came
to it for help within a six-week campuses seem to be increasing
in
frequency, colleges themperiod, the Rape Treatment
Center of Santa Monica Hospi- selves do not know how to pretal publicly asked college presi- vent them or treat them when
dents to step up efforts to pre- t h e y h a p p e n , t h e r e p o r t
vent sexual assaults on stu- claimed.
As an example, the report
dents.
"Universities have a re- cited a case in which a rape
sponsibility to protect stu- victim at one college lived down
dents," saidMarybeth Roden of the hall from her assailant for

Special Orders
Given Special
Attention

This lime, you're on your own
No one can do it for you.
No one can tell you
what to do.

ookworm

several weeks after the attack
while campus officials ground
through their disciplinary procedures.
The Santa Monica report
wasn't the only effort to draw
campus attention to the problem.
Indiana University students rebuilt a "shanty" aimed
a t shaming administrators
into funding a rape crisis center.

9:30-6:00 p.m.
Friday Til 9:00 p.m.

of South Carotins, Inc.

TEXTBOOKS FOR LESS
•We buy and sell Winthrop textbooks throughout the year
•Over 30,000 paper, hardcover and gift books in stock
• Browsers always welcome
Phone 328-1707
Textbook Dept. 324-3122
Beauty Shopping Center

This time, you make your
own choice.

VOTE.
Don't spend the next four years
wishing you had.

Let Food Lion Help You Get Ready For .

THE COUPON GOOD FOR ONE
Ring On
Store Coupon
12 0Z. PACKAGE OF
Key

FOOD LION
LUNCHEON MEAT
Redeem at any
Food Lion Store
Expires October 15. 1988.

Limit One Coupon Per Item. Per Customer.
THE COUPON GOOD FOR ONE
8 0Z. PACKAGl: OF

Limit One Coupon Per Item. Per Customer.
THE COUPON GOOD FOR ONE
6.4 0Z. TUB€ OF MINT

Ring On
StoreCoupon

FOOD LION
TOOTHPASTE
Redeem at any
Food Lion Store
Expires October 15. 1988.

Unit One Coupon Per Item, Per Customer.

Ring On
StoreCoupon

OLD EL PASO
TORTILLA CHIPS
Redeem at any
Food Lion Store
Expires October 15. 1988.

Limit One Coupon Per Item. Per Customer.
THE COUPON GOOD FOR ONE
8 0Z. CARTON OF

Ring On
StoreCoupon

FOOD LION
POTATO CHIPS
Redeem at any
Food Lion Store
Expires October 15. 1988.

THE COUPON GOOD FOR ONE
7.5 0Z. PACKA6E OF

FOOD LION
YOGURT
Redeem at ar.y
Food Lion Store
Expires October 15. 1988.

Ring On
n
Key °

Store Coup

Limit One Coupon Per ltem._Per_Customer_

FOOD LION
OATMEAL COOKIES
Redeem at any
Food Lion Store
Expires October 15, 1988.

Limit One Coupon Per Item, Per Customer.
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Government study: Students
are poorer,* living at home longer
™,r tWtKA median annual income high school, you're on your own, conducted research on

the
my own tuition. I pay for my that the median annual income
(CPS)- Young people today own transportation. Growing for men age 20 to 24, after ad- you're headed for a life as least status of youth.
"'That just isn't true anyire the most—but not the up doesn't have anything to do justing for inflation, fell from as good as your parents' or
jest— educated in history, and with it. I'm not dependent on $18,792 in 1970 to $ 14,152 in maybe better," said Samuel more... It's a lot harder for
Halpern of the William T. young people to be successful in
ire taking longer to become my parents. I am dependent on 1985.
ielf- supporting adults than
"Overall, the tendency in Grant Foundation, which has the world and raise a family.
their house."
sarlier generations, a new govThe report also discovered the country has been to assume
ernment report asserted.
that when vou graduate fron
Americans in their 20s are
living et home longer, delaying
1 • A . M . - 7 P.M. MON.-SAT.
1 P . M . - 5 P . M . SUN.
THE HAIR DESIGNERS
marriage, and living on declining salaries, the U.S. Dept. of
"Fun" Is Our Specialty
FAMILY HAIR CARE
Education found in its "Youth
1 2 9 S O U T H H E R L O N G AWE.
Indicators 1988" paper re10% DISCOUNT WITH WCID THROUGH
ROCK HILL. S C 2 9 7 3 0
leased August 22.
SEPT.
(S03) 3 2 7 - 4 0 1 3
"One of the questions that
OPEN
M-F
9-9
SAT.
9-7
leaps out at me is: how does a
MO APPOINTMENT
kid in America know when he's
grown-up? The transition from
ROCK KUL MALL- CHERRY RD.« 366-7159
childhood to adulthood is taking longer than it used to, and it
has more pitfalls," project director Emily Wurtz said.
"Youth Indicators 1988," compiled from government data
dating back to 1950, found that
almost 50 percent of America's
-ti
:
18-to-24-year-olds are living
. SORORITY GIFTS
with their parents, up from 43
.NOTE CARDS
percent in 1960.
• MUGS
"American young people
Beside the Shrimp Boat
• FRAMES
seem to be staying younger
Saluda St. Shopping Center
1908 CHERRY ROAD
longer," said Assistant Educa. CARDS FOR ALL
ROCK HltL. S.C. 28730
tion Secretary Chester Finn.
OCCASIONS
(803) 366-8033
"They seem to become autonomous, self-supporting indiCD a CO a n t V o u r Q u s ' n a s s
viduals at a slower rate than
UJith I.D., UJinthrop S t u d e n t s r e c e i v e
was once the case."
a 15% Discount on Supplies
But Matt Kisane, a 22year-old Columbia College senior who lives with his parents
near Chicago, says economics
plays a greater role than imma$1.00 OFF
Copy Service
I Printing " 'Office Supplies
turity.
ANY ALBUM OR CASSETTE
"I have to live at home for •
2004 Cherry Rd. • Love's Plaza • Rock Hi'l. SC 29730
REGULARLY PRICED $8.99 OR MORE
economic reasons. I work. I pay , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Fsrai
®a Ea®®®§
stuffed animals costume rentals
gaggifts

m

19 FLAVORS
$1.00 each

1095 discount nrith WCID
GfBMAT © I f f I D l J y

bundles & Bows
Zxpresi

Ttoo Location*

WITH THIS COUPON & WCID LIMIT 2
EXCLUDES SALE ITEMS-SALE ENDS 9 - 2 6

VIlEO^PHOTQS^ra RiFAIl
PHOTOS
VIDEOS
ONE HOUR.BEST QUALITY

MOST COMPLETE SELECTION
PLUS RESERVED SEATS ON
NEW RELEASES

VCR REPAIR

THE AREA'S BEST SERVICE AND
VALUE ON VHS VIDEO RECOhDERS

WE HAVE THE LOWEST C.D. PRICES ANYWHGPG
AS LOW AS $5.99

1046 OAKLAND AVE.
ROCK HILL,S.C. 2 9 7 3 0
327-1500
MQU., TUES., & WED.
THURS., FRI.,&SAT.
10:00AM-8:00PM
10:00AM-9:Q0PM

$2.00 OFF
ANY COMPACT DISC
REGULARLY PRICED $16.99 OR MORE
WITH THIS COUPON & WCID L'.MIT 2
EXCLUDES SALE ITEMS-SALE ENDS 9 - 2 6

COMPLETE SELECTION OF ALBUMS, CASSETTES &
COMPACT DISCS. ROCK, JAZZ, SOUL,
REGGAE,COUNTRY, GOSPEL, CI ASSICAL,
BIG BAND, 12" SINGLES ACCESSORIES &
MORE.
SHEET MUSIC, MUSIC VIDEOS, GUITARS & RELATED
ACCESSORIES AND POSTERS

ROCK HILL MALL
M-SAT. 10-6
SUN. 1:30-6

366-6139
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Fewer students register for U.S. medical schools

(CPS) - Fewer students are
applying to go on to med school,
the American Medical Association (AMA) said.
Medical school applications, in fact, are at a 10-year
low and medical school enrollnave dropped
aroppea for
ior the
ine
ments have
sixth straight year in part, the
AMA reported last week, because medicine has lost some of
its golw as a career, because
med school tuitions are too high
and because there are simply
fewer college-aged Americans
around.
But although fewer white

Fisher knew the future held
a lot for him, so he began his research immediately. He went to
several establishments and
asked who the owner was or if
they had some land they were
willing to lease. He found most
people were skeptica and that
money had a lot to do with it.
"It was cut and dry," Fisher
said. "It makes you want to
pursue even further."
Finally, he found the owners of The Shrimp Boat were
willing to give him a chance
with a small plot of land. Then
he bought the necessary equipment and special ordered the
flavorings from Hawaii.
The biggest hassle for him
was getting the ice he needed.
All that Rock Hill had to offer
was crushed ice, but he needed
shaved ice which comes from
the old block ice machines. As a
result, he drives to Charlotte to
get his ice.
Lori Green, Fisher's girlfriend, helped him paint the
stands that her father and he j
built last December.
His family has been very
supportive of him. His father
helped him get his electricity,
and his brother Carlton, 24,
helps out with the Saluda Street
stand.
"I showed him the basics
and he took it on himself,"
Fisher said.
He went over everything
with the customer in mind there
arel9 flavors and even "colors"
for small children.
Even though he hasn't
started making a profit, he said
he has learned a lot about himself. He usually puts in 65 to 70
hours per week.
He said, "It's a lot of hustle
and a lot of work and it hasn't
come by easily."
He hasn't gotten the Cherry
Park business he had hoped for,
but he has no regrets. Owning
his owr business has been a
reward ing experience that outweigh?, any of the disadvanlages it may have, he said.
Fisher plans to close both locations at the end of September,
so he can concentrate on his
m \ss communication studies at
Winthrop. But he will reopen
them for the "Come See Me"
festival in April.
Fisher also works Friday
nights selling his flavored ice
treats at the Rock Hill High
School home football games. So,
you might want to catch him
there or at one of his two locations.

males are pursuing careers in
medicine, more women and
minorities are.
"Physicians are generally
advising potential medical
school applicants not to go to
medical school," said Dr. Martern Kernis, vice dean of the
University of Illinois College of
Medicine.
And potential applicants
apparently are heeding their
advice: almost 66,000 students
were enrolled in the nation's
127 accredited medical schools
in 1987-88, a decline of 400
from the previous year and

Puzzle solution

1,701 less than 1983-84. The
number of applicants dropped
from 40,000 in 1978-79 to
28,000 last year.
The number of white male
applicants decreased 13 percent during the past five years.
une
One reason ior
for ine
the uecmie
decline
-g th a tthe "Baby Boom" generation has passed through college
age, leaving a smaller pool of
applicants than in previous
years.
dfzxU. Slogan
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$HM miiffictiJJT
WITH WCID
GOOD ONLY THURS. AND FRI.
EXPIRES 9-24-88
130 CHERRY RD.
ACROSS FROM WINTHROP

•ALLWITHNEUTROGEN/
THIS COUPON THROUGH <

(808) 328-1838

mirm

CHECK TELEPHONE DIRECTORY FOR'"

SENATE ELECTIONS WED.
SEPT. 21,1988

BILLIARDS TRICK
SHOT ARTIST
LOCATION:
DINKINS

OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS VOTE IN
DINKINS LOBBY

"THOIM

wr

SEPT. 22
4 PM

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
FOR WINTHROP COLLEGE
STUDENTS!
INTRODUCTORY OFFER

m wmm MDM

WITH WCID LIMIT ONE PACKAGE
PER CUSTOMER
THE ULTIMATE WOLFF TANNING SYSTEM

(803) 329-4107

ON CAMPUS STUDENTS VOTE >N
THOMPSON CAFE

1135 US 21 BYPASS
(ONE BLOCK OFF
CHERRY RD.
BEHIND BURGER KING)
ROCK HILL

AUTIFUL
0UQUETS

•BALLOONS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

CALL NOW FOR
TAILGATERS SPECIAL!
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
BALLOON BOUQUETS!
CLEMSON
NC STATE
UNC
USC
FREE DELIVERY AT WINTROP •
PO BOX 4054
ROCK HILL

(803) 328-8222
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Continued from pg. 11
said Bob Bristow, retired
Winthrop communications
professor.
The morning meetings
have a long history of 16 years,
said Bristow. Bristow said
t h a t during the first five years
a few graduate students would
come everyday, but now there
are no students.
"This whole place (Dinkins basement) used to befull in
the morning, but now the students don't usually come. It's
too early for them," Bristow
said.
As they sat around the
small table sipping from their
personal coffee mugs, the conversation started in the group
as a whole. It then broke up
into smaller conversations
and then merged back together again.
Subjects changed constantly, starting with football
scores then to the way birds
walk, how to fight off bad dogs,
more football, a few yawns
then someone noted it was
Rapture Day. No one had
heard of it, he didn't really
know what it was either.
More football, a few jokes,
some religion and politics and
something about radon testing. It seems that all homes
have a certain amount of radon, a lung-cancer causing
element.
The conversation went
around like that for an hour,
then around 9 a.m. they
started leaving the table to
wash their mugs and get on
with what would be another
work day.

Group: Libya corrupting U.S. students

(CPS) - For a t least the
second year in a row, the College Republicans National
Committee h a s sent out a
wildly alarmist fundraising
letter to potential donors.
The letter claims Libyan
leaderMoammar Qaddafi has
given U.S. campus groups
$300,000 to "turn innocent
young adults away from their
parents" and to "turn America
back into the seething cauldron of disrespect and violence

of the late sixties."
Concerned citizens, the letter continues, can counter libyan-sponsored campus unrest
by donating money to the College Republicans.
The letter, almost word-forword the same plea for donations the group mailed to potential donors last year, raises new
questions about the national
committee's fundraising ethics
and political espionage against
campus critics of President

per stories and conservative
magazines, write papers accusing others of disloyalty.
They then send the papers
to the Federal Bureau of Investigation which, it was revealec
in January, 1988, used them as
the reason for investigating
groups that were critical of
Reagan administration poli
ties.
In hearings, however, FBI
officials said they found no
wrong-doings.

T R A D E I N T O U R OLD GOLD!
TOU CAN TRADE IN TOUR OLD 14K GOLD
CHAINS FOR N E W ONES!
ONE G R A M FOR FIVE OLD G R A M S OF OLD
CHAIN!!

10K Nuqqct Signet

10% O F F N E W C H A I N S
WITH WCID
E X P I R E S 9-30-88

Gold's

Gobi' Nuqqct
£lght weight $44
Heavy weight $59

Contln Jed from pg. 10
and workout with free weights
for 45 minutes on each body
part. He said to be careful when
using the free weights because
there is a tendency to build
-ather than tone.
But he isn't just interested
in your body, he wants to make
you feel good mentally, too.
Weight training not only involves making your body feel
good, but it makes you feel good
about your body
which,
Strobel said, "helps your total
outlook."
"The nicest tiling about this
business is we're helping
people's lives," Strobel said.

Reagan.
"This is outrageous," said
an angry Angela Sanbrano, a
member of the Committee in
Solidarity with the People of El
Salvador, which the letter asserts has ties to terrorists.
The Collage Republicans'
charges were built on "recent"
reports by a small network of
conservative students — many
of them College Republican
members -- who, drawing their
own conclusions from newspa-

Diamond cut
rope band $26

14K Gobi
Patuia Rinq

NEW SKARF WATCH

$29

Rock Hid Mall

Since 1937

Pftone: 366-9451
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At South Carolina National Bank, we don't believe it's a a free ATM card that you can use free at over 125 TouchMatic
crime to be invested with more intel'igenc * than money.
Banking locations all over South Carolina. Including those at
That's why we created our Bargain Checking Account. our beaches. Plus you can use the card in thousands of Relay"
It's the checking account for people -w-i
T-V
^ and Cirrus* machines across the country,
who don't want service charges. But who do HT L ' V K
So don't get caught paying unnecessary
want unlimited check writing privileges.
1 •<! •</*• A-tt. li>1AXLL >VJ service charges. Instead, get Bargain CheckIn fact, Bargain Checking goes one sSgj
ing from South Carolina National. Where
better than that. Because also included is
South Carolina National your statements won't be held against you.
Member FD/C
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